
How  to  Boost  Revenue  and
Drive  Growth  Using  These  8
Tactics In 2022
Revenue is the backbone of any business. Its company’s long
term sustainability depends on its revenue incoming. It’s been
two years, and no doubt business has been affected in some way
or another and we have suffered from economic crisis as well.
As business owners, you adapt new things and strategies to
boost your revenue and drive growth.

Here are the 8 Tactics In 2022 to Boost
Revenue and Drive Growth

1. Set defined targets
Make quantifiable targets for how much you require to increase
your  deals  and  revenue.  This  way,  you  can  decide  how  to
approach your targets and which styles you’d like to use. You
can also use these targets to motivate you and your deals team
by following your progress and achievements.

2. Earn your visitors emails
There are a variety of practices to reach out to new and
living clients. One of the reasons people start following you
on social media, subscribe to your email newsletter or join
your faith program is to get access to exclusive deals that
reward them for their faith.

Sending personalized-engagement newsletters not solely helps
to boost online deals but influence clients who have left the
point. Brands now execute personalized dispatch automation to
follow up with clients based on their behaviors with adapted
content for better- enhancing deals conversions.
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Set up exclusive discounts from time to time so your business
stays top of mind among buyers, and be sure to let them know
whenever you ’re running a special or deal. You can also use
email  to  let  subscribers  know  about  new  blogs  and  other
website content according to their interest.

3. Improve your payment process
Nowadays, people crave for comfort. Hence, reducing efforts in
the checkout process is a major sticking point to expand deals
volume. Then are some things you should pay attention to are

Complicated or long checkout processes showed 26% of
cart abandonments.
$18 billion in sales revenue is lost each period because
of cart abandonment.
Still, 22% of shoppers will leave the checkout, If the
checkout process is too complicated.

4. Target on topmost buyers
Still, prioritization can be considered the top of your sales
work, If you want to herd sales. Make sure that you, your
marketing and deals team are spending time and nerves on the
right prospects. Top accounts that are likely to buy in great
quantities or on a repeated basis are surely a priority to
your team.

5. Increase Per-Unit Revenue
You don’t need to generate additional revenue for overall
trade, but you need to extend the amount of money per unit
(e.g., single unit trade or product). The easiest way to do
this is to extend your profit margin, which means knowing your
charges and keeping them low. You can do this by simplifying
your shipping and delivery process.

As far as your storefront is concerned, don’t be afraid to
separate  yourself  from  the  competition.  Perhaps  you  could
charge extra for specific products or services. Perhaps you



could  even  make  your  products  of  high  quality.  These
strategies can help you increase the per-unit revenue for your
business.

6. Optimize SEO
In fact, search led to 65 of all eCommerce sessions. Thus, the
holy  grail  of  online  marketing  is  ranking  at  the  top  of
Google. SEO can assist you drive tons of traffic and online
trades with low marketing spend. You can freely find effective
tips and guides to enhance SEO for your online stores, similar
as a comprehensive BigCommerce SEO companion, or SEO tips for
optimizing your Magento store.

7. Use discounts codes
As a matter of fact, price matters and people prefer discounts
codes or sales. Discounts will obviously persuade prospects to
buy.

To drive massive discounts of sales, you can use promotions
monthly,  quarterly,  with  big  themes,  advertisements  and
events.  Try  to  create  a  sense  of  urgency  by  using  time-
sensitive special offers according to festivals or specific
events or limited-edition products.

8. Testimonials and trust signals
Testimonials  are  the  highest  defenses  in  your  magazine.
They’re the intellectual keys to building up online deals. 9
out of 10 clients will read reviews before choosing to make a
purchase, and 67 of clients are impacted by online reviews.

When  the  clients  are  mulling  over  a  purchase,  they  ’ll
frequently  search  for  online  reviews.  Thus,  legions  of
satisfied clients will add social evidence to the product and
produce a sense of community to impact the buying opinions of
the clients.

Remember you have to satisfy your customers if you want to



find ways on how to boost revenue and drive growth use these 8
Tactics In 2022 If you are currently running your online store
on an eCommerce platform these tactics will help you to find
out a strategy to develop sustainably in your business.


